
American , voters' abysmal ignorance 
about and government is a well- 
established, albeit frequently overlooked, 
fact. Most voters d o  not know which 
branch of go\.ernment lias the power to 
declare \var, or who controls monetary pol- 
icv; some 70 percent cannot name cither of 
their state's senators; almost a third have 
virtually no relevant political knowledge at 
all. 

Despite widespread increases in formal 
education and  an  explosion of available 
information, the general level of political 
knowledge ha: not changed much. if at all, 
since the late 1930s, when mass snrvc!. 
research began. "This striking failure" 
throws cold water on the expectation of 
John Stuart Mill and later political analysts 
that the spread of formal education would 
"create the informed electorate that the 
democratic ideal requires," observes 
Somin, a graduate student in political sei- 
ence at Harvard University. 

Some theorists have argued that despite 
their ignorance, voters can pick u p  cues 
from political parties, opinion leaders, or 
even their o\vn daily lives, that enable 
them to cast informed votes. Not so, savs 
Soiiiin. "The theories show, at best. that 
voters can discern tlic existence of issues 
and the opposing stances of candidates; but 
they do not demonstrate that voters can 
meaningfully relate this knowledge to the 
achievement  of their prefcrrecl policy 
objectives." A candidate's part!, affiliation, 
for instance, may offer a clue to his policy 

positions, but  i t  tells little about the effects 
of the policies. 

Other  theorists have claimed that the 
"erroneous" votes randomly cast I)!. igiio- 
rant voters cancel one another out,  so that 
the outcome is decided by the relatively 
informed voters. I Iowever, ignorant voters 
do not cast their votes randoinly, Somi11 
points out, but instead often act 011 the 
1 ]asis : . of mistaken inferences. Misper- 

ceptions about the economy, for example, 
bacll!. hurt President George Bush's 1992 
reelection effort. 

"Perhaps the most fundamental cause of 
ignorance" in the electorate, Somi11 writes, 
resiilts from (he insignificance of any  incli- 
viclnal vote in determining the outcome of 
an election. "Since one \.ole is almost ccr- 
tain not to be decisive, even a voter \vho 
cares greatly about the outcome has almost 
no incentive to invest heavily in acquiring 
sufficient knowledge to make an  informed 
choice." Today, Somin savs, the vast size 
and scope of government increases the 
likelihood of voter ignorance, and even 
calls into question the electoral co~iipe-  
t c ~ i c c  of relatively \veil-informed voters. 
(This  holds true even for professional 
social scientists, lie says, noting that lie 
himself "had never heard of 25 of the 61 
non-Cabinet level agencies listed in the 
Government Mamiiil" before looking them 
u p  for his article.) N'lore limited pver i i -  
merit, Somin concludes, might mean a less 
ignorant electorate-and a more truly 
democratic government. 
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Ever since JFK, presidents have used command,  and the American public 
prime-time TV to appeal directly to the watched and listened en masse. Today, the 
public. For decades, the ail-waves of the White House has to compete with sitcoms 
broadcast networks were the president's to and  cop shows. It doesn't fare well, report 
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